Living, funny and poetic paintings…
…on the subject of abandonment…
…through fairy tales

FOREWORD
No story, no text
No beginning, no end
A family in abject poverty
Not to have sufficient food to feed the children
Decision to abandon them
Then feeling of guilt to have commited that act...
Lost children in the middle of nowhere
Children with no one taking care of them
Disturbing characters coming from nowhere
In an absolute silence
Only the bodies and the looks are speaking
Only the music accompanies them
In a bare and clean stage.

LA COMPAGNIE
		CREATION EPHEMERE
Since 1986 Compagnie Création Éphémère has been touring France and Europe, in 1995
the theatre company moved to the Fabrick in Millau under the direction of Philippe Flahaut. His
artistic project lies in the integration of actors with disabilities within the company.
In 1991, the Center for Drama Arts for Different Comedians (le Centre d’Art Dramatique pour
Comédiens Différents) was created, a theatre school to train professional disabled actors.
The adventure continues and today the company is touring all over France and Europe.
In 2015, Marie des Neiges Flahaut staged Once upon a time (Il était une fois).

ARTISTIC TEAM
Staging : Marie des Neiges Flahaut
Actors : Florence Hugot, Jean-Pierre Escalle,
Christine Soret, Serge Roussel, Théo Kermel, Vincent Perez
Musical compositions : Vincent Dubus
Staging assistant : Kevin Perez
Theatre set : François Tomsu
Set of lights : Mickael Vigier

Discovering
Marie des Neiges Flahaut...
Actress in the theatre company Création Ephémère since 1993, I had the
chance to share moments of creations, rehearsals, adrenaline, doubts, laughter,
life simply, with different actors.
Different in their body ...
Different in their energy ...
Different in their presence on a theater stage ...
It’s not always easy to find its place as an ordinary actress on a stage theater, with as a
play partner, a disabled comedian...
The fact of being there, immediately, frankly, without seeking neither the why nor the how to
be in a state.
To be there simply with a neat and sharp truth.
I had for the first time wanted to go on the other side of the stage.
Fascinated by these bodies in space
Fascinated by their extraordinary presence
I decide to stage them.

Discovering Kevin Perez...
Kevin Perez assists Marie des Neiges Flahaut in this staging. He is also a
comedian and trainer within the company.

Discovering Vincent Dubus...
Vincent Dubus accompanies the show with its particular sound universe. In this
silent play, he accompanies us with his sounds and music that are both intriguing
and encompassing.

Discovering the comedians...
The six actors of these paintings have been formed with the CAD, they have all been with
varying degrees of experience, but always this energy and this unique acting.

Florence Hugot,

In the company since 1991, she
notably played in Zoll, The Unnamed Child (L’enfant sans
nom), The One Who... (Celui qui...), The Righteous (Les Justes).

Jean-Pierre Escalle,

In the company since the

beginnings of the DAC, he is the dean of this adventure, he
has played in many plays of the company, such as Zoll, The
Unnamed Child, The One Who..., The Righteous.

Christine Soret, Entered the company in 2003 to
play in Zoll, then The Unnamed Child, and The One Who ....

Serge Roussel,

He entered the company in 1998
for the play On the other side (De l’autre côté), he also
plays in Zoll, The Unnamed Child and is distributed in The
Righteous.

Théo Kermel, The youngest of the company, he was
astounding in the role of Romeo in the play of Filip Forgeau
entitled Romeo ... Wink to William S. (Roméo... Clin d’œil à
William S.) staged by Philippe Flahaut.

Vincent Perez, He entered the company with Zoll in
2003, he played in The Unnamed Child, The One Who ...

A FEW WORDS
BY MARIE DES NEIGES FLAHAUT
THE ABANDONMENT AT THE HEART OF TALE
An article on the press upsets me: «Mexican mothers will abandon their 5-year-old child at the
border so that the United States can take care of their minor child ...»
The story of Le Petit Poucet (the little thumb) left by his parents in the forest becomes an
authentic story that takes on its full meaning today on a theater stage ...
The story of all these children abandoned at birth, because parents are unable to take
care of them ... or because they are not like other children ...
A work around abandonment in different fairy tales becomes the basis of my work.
To exploit this feeling of abandonment through Le Petit Poucet. Scarcely sketched in the
oral tale, he occupies nearly half of the story in Perrault’s work. The addition of the episode of the
white pebbles, which allow the children to return to their home makes this problematic a central
element of the story and provides the author with an opportunity to position himself on the moral
value of this act, which he condemns on the one hand while excusing it on the other hand, as
evidenced by his attempts to reduce the responsibility of parents and to downplay their gesture.
Live in poverty for a long time, with their 7 children, it is only when a famine occurs that they
decide to abandon them. «The heart is clenched in sorrow,» the spouses consult each other and,
in the end, it is the intolerable idea of seeing them die of hunger before their eyes that make the
decide to get to the act.

Immediate reflection of these Mexican mothers who live in extreme poverty. They are able
to leave their children to allow them a better future ...
Feeling abandoned in front of the death of his parents
Feeling abandoned because one of his parents married another woman or another man.
To highlight the problem of the blended family from the Cinderella tale. Being excluded from a
family because we are born from another mother, or being excluded from our society because
we are simply different?
A work on the stage without words ...
A universal language that will allow us to turn in the countries of the North that invite us
regularly.
Put at the service of creation the richness of these comedians’ bodies. Body language,
atypical gestures, a strange way of moving on the stage.
The extraordinary presence of these actors brings this moving and funny strangeness,
timeless, interesting ingredients to feed the process of creation.
We remain hanging between dream and reality, between the world of adults and that of
childhood, between the ugly and the beautiful, in an intangible aura.
The actors of the Dramatic Center for different actors (CAD) are in their bodies this part of
dream; They carry in them that creativity which transports us into a poetic universe with a strong
humanity.
I made the choice not to work on a text because the body of these comedians speaks ...

I never knew my grandfather,
nor did my father know his father ...
It is said that he was 3 months old
when my grandfather left the conjugal home.
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